
Regional PT

Introduction 
Midwest City physical therapy clinic, Regional Physical Therapy (RPT), treats 
patients with tailored, comprehensive physical therapy plans which are designed to fit 
individual needs. Along with post-op rehabilitation, Regional PT services also include 
on-site physical therapy, and massage services – Regional’s therapists have over 50 
years of combined experience and offer individualized treatment plans that  
bring results.

The Situation 
 

It is a medical fact that physical therapy is largely effective in treating injuries and 
improving overall health – but a majority of the public doesn’t realize how helpful 

physical therapy can be. With the ever-growing changes to healthcare within the approaching Affordable Care Act, Vicki 
Buchanan of Regional Physical Therapy realized the importance of creating a positive public image to build patient loyalty 
and increase clientele. Regional wanted to impart on the public its motto: “we listen, we care and we get results.”

The Solution 
 

Regional turned to JoTo PR for help in becoming the leading physical therapy expert in its area, as well as to increase its 
patient and staff numbers. JoTo enacted a strategic PR campaign that garnered credible publicity and business expansion for 
Regional Physical Therapy. 

The Results 
 

Regional Physical Therapy had 554 patient visits in one week after implementing JoTo’s Publicity and PR campaign. This 
was the first time they broke through their last highest-ever patient visits in over a year. In addition to the increased patient 
volume, JoTo PR secured media placements (TV news segments, print articles, Radio interviews) for Regional in both local 
and national industry outlets. Regional was also able to begin its expansion – the company opened a second clinic and hired 
four new associates to better serve the surrounding public. 
 
To see one of Regional’s publicity clips, click here>>
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“[ JoTo PR] rocks!  My phones are ringing off the hook for people signing up! What a splash. [ JoTo] 
really put me in the public eye with great perception!” 

 
– Vicki Buchanan, Owner of Regional Physical Therapy

About Vicki Buchanan and Regional Physical Therapy
Based in Midwest City, Oklahoma, Regional Physical Therapy, with over 50 years of 
combined experience, treats patients with tailored, comprehensive treatment plans 
which are designed to fit individual needs.  Regional Physical Therapy was founded 
in 1993 by owner Vicki Buchanan, who attended the University of Oklahoma Health 
Sciences Center and graduated with a degree in Physical Therapy.  Dedicated to the 
late co-founder Bruce Hawkins, the Bruce Hawkins Scholarship award was established 
by Regional Physical Therapy, Inc., in 2009 to give back to the profession that Bruce 
was dedicated to advancing.  The Bruce Hawkins Scholarship has been awarded to 
Oklahoma University students who show outstanding leadership characteristics and 
embody the spirit of dedication to the profession of physical therapy.  Regional Physical 
Therapy uses the team approach to help patients regain lost function, with the purpose 
of providing high-quality physical therapy services to the community.  For more 
information, visit www.regionalpt.com.
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